
REGARDING KU Band Satellite:

January 2023 will be the last month AVRN will 

broadcast on Satellite

The purpose of AVRN is to get the message out to as many different platforms 

and modes of media that people listen on. AVRN is not getting rid of streaming 

audio (4-mp3 streams)or the POTS phone conference numbers (2). 

However, AVRN starting in 2023 will be focusing on growing a video audience. 

Video IS where the audience is. 

AVRN started as a satellite network in 2004 broadcasting on C-band satellite. 

At the time the C-band satellite had been around awhile and had an active and 

large audience it was the standard mode to feed local FM stations content. 

Then the powers that be commanded C-band to “go digital” which required a 

new $600. receiver just to listen. Why? “the industry” wanted “their” C-band 

out of the hands of rogue broadcasters. Needless to say the C-band audience 

dried up the day after the mandate was implemented.

 Meanwhile in Europe a new system was spreading at the same speed as direct 

tv and dish network spread across the US, it is the FTA KU band system AVRN 

has been on. In the US however KU band did not spread as Direct tv and Dish 
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network PAID OFF  POLITICIANS AND BUREAUCRACY REGULATORS to 

make ridiculous purchase restrictions based on lies from Dish network and Direc

tv, such as “the only reason anyone would buy a KU receiver is to steal their 

content.”  KU band, therefore, has always been relegated to only servicing a 

small fringe audience in the US (it is the widest spread system in the world…. 

Except in the US) The reason the “patriot broadcasters” latched on to KU band

was 1) they had no choice, at the time there was no other dependable way to 

feed FM stations 2)there was a (false) belief that justice would eventually 

prevail and KU would be cut loose by the gov to thrive as a broadcast delivery 

system as it has IN THE REST OF THE WORLD. THAT never happened.

 So,the best KU band ever did was to service 1/3 the original C-band audience 

and that audience has been diminishing from day one. The old timers are all 

dyin and the youngins (like under 40)ain't interested in K WHAT.

From strictly a cost/benefit rational AVRN should have left the KU platform 5 -

10 years ago, although, I would not have gotten off it now if not for the fact it 

costs 6 times as much and has a 10th of the audience of any one video platform. 

I believe the listeners understand this is a network decision and the hosts have 

no control over it and it wouldn’t do any good to call them about this, right?  

However, there are others who still push KU as a viable mode of media, and to 



some it may be, like a single host who has listeners who actually exclusively pay

for the satellite separately. 

Standard operating procedure within “patriot” / “alternative” broadcasting has 

always been to “poach” whatever anyone else has going on through deception 

and BS. Like calling, texting, emailing, etc. hosts saying “miss you on KU” 

which gives a false impression that there were listeners on KU now with no other

way to listen. So, the host goes searching on google to find the one or maybe 

two that could provide KU, slick huh.

AVRN provides:

5- LIVE streaming video platforms: Youtube, Rumble, Twitter, Twitch and Dlive 

4- LIVE MP3 audio streams. (24k, 56k, 64k & 96k)

1- mobile phone app (tunin) 

2- POTS phone conference listener phone lines. (1-701-719-3438 or 1-605-

781-1223)  

Broadcasts are archived on Bitchute.

Hardly “no other way to listen”…………… unless….

AVRN has received ONE call about KU no longer available and that particular 

man does not like nor want the internet (I get THAT) however, he also doesn’t 



like paying for a phone call either but, he also doesn’t like unlimited phone plans 

either. Think about that.

Over the years AVRN has always added more options than it has ever taken 

away and has never raised the airtime costs for hosts, and that is the case now 

also.

Go to AVRN.TV to remain informed.


